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the legislature would ever select a federal court for that purpose. It Is not
only not one of· the Inherent powers of the court to levy and collect taxes,
but It is an Invasion by the jUdiciary of the federal government of the legis-
lative functions of the state government. It is a most extraordinary request,
and a compliance with it would involve consequences· no less out of the way
of judicial procedure, the end of which no wisdom can foresee. See, also,
Thompson v. Allen Co., 115 U. S. 550, 6 Sup. Ct. 140, and Meriweather v.
Garrett, 102 U. S. 472."
It may happen that the plaintiffs cannot levy an execution on the

property of their debtor, and take it out of the hands of the receiver,
and that they will be forced to file a bill to reach property so situ-
ated; but the supposed difficulties of obtaining satisfaction are mat-
ters that in no way concern the defendant in error, and afford no
legal reason why plaintiffs should not recover a judgment for their
debt.
We think it therefore clear that the collection of the

tax after as well as before the appointment of a receiver remained
solely in the city of New Orleans, notwithstanding the appointment
of sllid receiver, and that a judgment against the city, to be paid
out of the fund,-a fund which the city alone can collect,-is proper
to be rendered in this suit. The judgment of the court below is
therefore reversed, and the cause remanded, with instructions to
award a new trial.

VALLEY RY. CO. v. KEEGAN.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit. April 5, 1898.)

No. 485.
1. MASTER AND SERVANT-RAILWAY EMPLOYE-MAINTAININ6 SAFE ROADBED.

No general duty rests upon a railway company to lay planks between the
ralls of Its tracks; but if, for any reason, it does so, the work must be done
and maintained In such a way as to be reasonably safe for persons rightfully
upon the tracks and In the exercise of due care.

I. SAME-EVIDENCE.
Where a railway company has accepted Its street rights on condition that

It will plank between its rails those portions of the public streets used by it,
and one of Its employes Is Injured by reason of an alleged defect In the
planking, it Is not reversible error to admit evidence of the condition upon
which the company acquired Its street rights•

.. S.UIE-ASB'UMPTION OF RTSK.
Where a railway whose duties for two months have been

to couple cars in a railway yard a mile long and containing 22 tracks, was
Injured through catching his foot In a hole between the rails, which hole
had existed for two months, the court Is not, under the facts of this case,
justified In holding, as a matter of law, that he had assumed the risk in-
cident to such defect.

4. SoUlE.
Before a court may presume, as a matter of law, that an employe as-

sumes the risks incident to defective machinery or roadbed, it must appear
that he accepted employment with actual knowledge of such defect, or
continued In service after he knew or should have known of the danger.

Ii. SAME-PRESUMPTION OF KNOWLEDGE.
To justify the presumption that a raHway employe knew of a dangerous

defect in the roadbed. It must appear that the defect and Its danger were
, obvious to one at all attentive.
0. SAME-FACTS TO BE CONSTDERED BY .JURY.

If defects similar to oue complained of existed at all sImilar places
In the same railway yald, that fact should be considered by the jury AI
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belirliig nponthe question whether an employ€l was chargeable with knowl-
edge or'such defect. ,

In ErrOl"to the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
Division of tbe Northern District of Ohio.
This lssDactlon of tort for personal Injuries sustained by the defendant In

error while in the employment of the plaintiff In error. At the trial .it appeared
that the defendautin error, William J. Keegan, was a brakeman, and as such
was a: member of a switching crew employed In the yard of the railway company
at Cleveland, Oillo, "While engaged in making a coupling, his foot was caught
in a holehetween the ralls, and before, he <louId extricate himself he was knocked
down and "run over. Keegan had been employed in the yard of the railway com-
pany In ,ditl'erent capacities for several years before this Injury. The yard of
the company was very extensive, having a length of about siX miles, and was
occupied by several hundrNl tracks, InCluding spurs, sWitches,and dock tracks.
For some two months prior to this accident he had been a brakeman for a switch-
Ing crew employed at a particular part of the general yard, called the "Island
Yard," though this also was quite extensive and contained about 22 tracks,
great and small. Two of the principal of these "Island Yard" tracks occupied
portions ot a public street called "West River Street." The Injury to Keegan
occurred where these tracks crossed the sidewalk of the street. At this cross-
Ing, and In the street, the tracks were planked between the ralls. Just at the
outer side of the sidewalk there was a space between this planking and the
rail of between three and three-quarters and four inches In width at Its widest
part and a depth ot seven Inches. Keegan's business was to make all couplings
which fell to his crew. He was at this time engaged In coupllng a stationary
car which stood just at the edge of the sidewalk to some cars which had been
started by gravity towards the standing car, and were approaching at a
speed of about two miles per hour. The evidence tended to show that there
was a link and pin In each of these opposing drawheads. Finding the pin fast
In the stationary car, he walked 'towards the moving car, removed the link,
and set the plD, and then undertook to steP out from between the cars, Intend-
Ingto guide the)lnk of the stationary car from the outside. As he stepped
to one side, his foot was caught in the space between the planking and rail so
tightly that with his utmost exertion he could not remove It before It was run
over and crUShed. ' ,
At the conclusion of all the evIdence the plalntlfl' in error requested the court

to instruct the jury to find tor the defendant. This was refused. It also
preferred a number Of, other requests. Among them were two numbered 10
and 11, which were refused. These requests lrivolve the principal question upon
which the case must turn, and are as follows:
"(10) DefeIldantturther requeshi the court to Instruct the jury that if they

shaH find that' the plaintiff wa$'employed as brakeman by the defendant,
and as such brakeman chatgedwfth the duty of coupllng and uncoupling
cars at the time he was Injured; that he had been engaged 111' servi,ce or
the defendant, the Valley RaHway Company, In the yards of said com-
pany in the city of Cleveland, as brakeman or conductor" for three years prior
to the accident, and In the yard where the accident happened for two months
Immediately preceding said accident; that during said two months the space
between the planking and the rails In said yard was not blocked; that the
planking of which the plaintiff complains was, during said time, In the same
condition and position as at the time of the Injury; that during said two
months the plaintiff frequently passed ove!;' and along the place wherehl:\ was
injured; that the condition and position 'of the planking was plainly Visible,
and the space between it and tile' rail hi· plain slght,-he wlll be conclusively
presumed to have !;lad knowledge' of the condition of said track and planking,
and must be held to have assumed the dangers and risks Incident to the use
thereof.
"(11) Defendant further requestll the, court to instruct the jury that the

plaintiff assUllled all the risks and dangers incident to the business of the
'lefendant which were obvious and apparent, or of Which he was advised.
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or of which In the exercise of ordinary care on his part he might hne known,
and If the plaintiff continued In the employment of the defendant with the
knowledge or with the reasonable opportunity of knowing that the defendant
had not blocked the space between the planking and the rails, and that th&
plank In question was from three and one-halt to four inches removed from
the rail next adjacent thereto, and that It was warped, rotten, or out of re-
pair, he assumed the risks attendant upon the use of such planking and track,
and cannot recover In this action."
There was a jury, who found a verdict for Keegan, and the defendant has

sued out this writ of error from the judgment thereon.
Kline, Carr, Tolles & Goff, for plaintiff in error.
Meyer & Mooney, for defendant in error.
Before TAFT and LURTON, Circuit Judges, and SEVERENS, Dis--

trict Judge.

LURTON, Circuit Judge, after making the foregoing statement of
facts, delivered the opinion of the court.
While there is no general duty to plank between the rails, yet this

railway company accepted its street rights on condition that it would
plank between its rails those portions of the public streets used by it.
This duty was undOUbtedly imposed for the benefit of the public, who
had an equal right to the use of the street. Nevertheless, if the rail-
way company undertook to plank between the rails, it was under a
duty to so put down the plank, and so maintain them when. down, as
that they should be reasonably safe to its employes who might be reo
quired to work thereon. This action is not for a failure to put down
planking, but is for original negligence in construction or negligent
maintenance when down. The company may have been under no ob-
ligation to its employes by reason of its contract with the city of
Cleveland for failing to plank as required by that contract. But it
was under obligation, if it did plank between its rails at street cross-
ings, to so do the work and so maintain it when down as that it should
be reasonably safe to its employes who might be required to pass
over it in the discharge of their duties, provided they themselves were
in the exercise of due care. It was a question for the jury, under the
facts in evidence, to say whether the hole in which the foot of defend-
ant in error was caught was a dangerous defect in the roadbed. Han·
nah v. Railroad Co., 154 Mass. 529. 28 N. E. 682. It was not revers-
ible error, therefore, to admit evidence of the condition upon which
the company had acquired its street rights.
Was the hole in which Keegan's foot was caught such an obviously

dangerous defect in the roadbed as that, in view of Keegan's long em·
ployment in this yard, the court should have directed a verdict against
him or given the special instructions asked by plaintiff in error which
have been set out in the statement of the case? The learned trial
judge who heard all of the evidence, and who has had much experi·
ence in such trials. was not satisfied that this question should be
taken from the jury. After speaking of the duty of the railway com-
·pany towards the public who might use the street occupied or crossed
·by the company's tracks, .he instructed the jury as follows:
"As to the of the defendant company, It did owe the same

Il.II to the public. As to the even If yon lIndthe original construe-
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Hon was not reasonably safe, or, a8 maintained at the time of the accident,
1t you find it was not reasonably safe, yet, if you further. lip.d that the
employe knew of such defective. or dangerous condition, or if you find the
condition. was obvious and patent, and could have been seen by the em-
ploye by the exercise of ordinary care, or that tile employe, by the exercise of
ordinary care, should have known of It, and, notwithstanding such knowledge
or opportunity for knowledge, still continued In the service of the defendant,
then he assumed the risk of an accident from such defective condition, and
cannot l'ecover. It becomes, therefore, Important for you to determine
whether or not this was such an obvious defect as the plaintiff ought to
have observed, In determining this question, you will look to how patent
and open It was; how easily It could be seen; what opportunities the, plaintiff
had for seeing It; how long he served in the yard or in the neighborhood of
the yard; under what circumstances he passed over the place; whether he
passed over and around and about this crossing; when he had opportunities
for observing It; or when he should have observed it, knowing how often
his work would bring him there; or whether he was only about It when in
the performance of his duty; and whether that duty was of such a character
as to make it unlikely that he would have a chance to notice. this obvious
defect. All these are facts which you must consider in determining whether
or not this was an obvious and patent defect, of which the plaintiff had
notice, or of which he ought to have had notice by the exercise of ordinary
care. And in this same connection you wHI remember that It Is claimed
that the proof shows that upon all the curves on these switches in and
about this yard the defendant laid a straight-edged plank near the raU, so
that, while the ends of the plank were from two to two and one-half inches
from t4e Inside of the raB, the of the plank was three and one-half
to four inches from the inside of the raU, This is an important fact for you
to consider In determining whether or not the plaintiff knew or ought to
have known of this obvious defect, because If all the planks were laid in that
way, and that was the defendant's standard of construction, then there Is
ali the more reason Why the plaintiff ought to have had knowledge of that
fact. It it was oniy one plank that was laid that way, he might not be
expected to observe that particular place and location; but if all the planks
were laid that 'way, and he knew it, then there was the more reason why
he should have known of this particular defect, and have been on his guard.
If. you find from tbe proof tbat the defendant did not lay this plank in a
manner to make it reasonably safe for employes, and that such defect wall
I[ot an obvious one, and the plaintiff did not kilow of it, or by the exercise 9f
ordinary care could not have known of it, then the defendant wlll be liable,
and you should find a verdict for the plaintiff. But even if you find that the
plank was not laid so as to be reasonably safe, but yet further find tbat the
plaintiff knew of that fact, or by the exercise of such care as I have described
ought to have known of it, and notwithstanding that defect continued in
the service of the defendant, tbenhe. cannot recover. Or, If you find that tbe
defendant did not lay this plank so as to make it reasonably safe, and yet
fnrther find that the plaintiff in coupling said car did not exercise the care
that a prudent man, would do under the circumstances,-that is, that he did
not look where be was stepping,-and that the want at such care was the
proximate cause ot the Injury, 80 that he thereby contributed to his injury,
then the plaintiff cannot recover." .

We have given careful attention to the facts which relate to this
branch of the defense, and have reached the conclusion that there
was n'o error in refusing to direct a verdict, and none in declining the
instructions asked as to the obviousness of the defect in the roadbed
which was the occasion of Keegan's hurt. The circumstances were
such as to make the question one proper for the jury, and the charge
on this subject was a clear and full expoS'ition of the law, and quite
8S favorable as the plaintiff in error was entitled to have.
The argument in favor of the contention that the hole in which
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Keegan's foot was caught was an obviously dangerous df'fect haa
chiefly been rested upon the claim that it was not an unusual or iso·
lated space, but such a one as existed at all of the curves in the yard,
and was a fault, if any, in original construction, due to the placing
of straight·edged planking between curved rails, causing thereby a
wider space between the plank and the rail at the center of the plank
than at its ends. Of course, if such spaces existed at the center of
all planks laid between curved rails in this yard, the obviousness of
the existence of such spaces, and their dangerous character to em·
ployes compelled to pass frequently over them, would be much more
maintainable than if this particular hole was an isolated instance.
The trial judge gave attention to this fact, and instructed the jury
that, if all planks at curves were laid as this one and exhibited same
width of space, there would be much greater reason for charging the
plaintiff, Keegan, with knowledge of the fact. There was, at least, a
conflict of evidence as to the origin of the space into which Keegan
fell, and as to its correspondence in character with other spaces due
to planking between curved rails. There was evidence that the flange
of the wheels required a space between the planks and the rail of 2i
inches, and that the spaces thus left in the yard had never been blocked.
The evidence as to the width of the space in which Keegan's foot was
caught was conflicting. Some witnesses, who took no measurements,
estimated it at 3 inches in width at the place of the accident. Others
who did measure it, in one way or another, stated it to be 3f inches,
while still others found it and 4 inches. There was no measure·
ment of spaces in other localities. Several servants of the company,
testifying for it, stated that they had not noticed the width of this
particular space until after Keegan was hurt. The section foreman,
in charge of repairs and maintenance of track and roadbed in this
yard, the witness who testified that all planks at curves were laid
straight-edged, and not cut to correspond with curvature of the rail,
said he had not known the width of this space until he exam·
ined it after the accident. Witnesses for the defendant in error testi·
fied that this plank was warped; some said it had "humped" in the
middle. One or more said it was decayed and loose, the spikes hav·
ing pulled out. In this conflicting state of the evidence, it would have
been error to assume that the space in question was one of original
construction, or was of the same character as the spaces in all other
planks between curved rails. The jury might on the evidence infer
that this was a wider space than usual, at other curves, and was
the result of warping or decay, though the weight of evidence seems
to be that the plank was sound and tightly spiked.
The evidence tended to show that this dangerous space had existed

for not less than two months, and that during that time Keegan had
been constantly employed in the pal't of the yard called the ''Island
Yard," and that his duties had called him to pass over or alongside of
this defective roadbed many times each day for the preceding two or
three months. But this ''Island Yard" was about a mile in length,aQd
contained 22 tracks, long and short, though the greater part of his
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work was done Oil this defective roadbed..1 Keegan's duties were tv
couple for his crew. In this work he was called from one part of this
yard to another. He· rode as often as he walked, and when on the
ground was there for the purpose of making a coupling, a duty which
required active work and great 'attention. He says that he had not
noticed' this space. No one says he had. ' The circumstances of his
employment were such that we cann6t say that he was inexcusably
ignorant of the dangerous character of this space.
That unblocked spaces existed between the rails and planked por-

tions of the track was something so long existing and so general in
this yard that he may well be held to have notice of that fact. But
a space of 2i inches was not an obvious danger. It was not a danger
at all. A space of 3 inches was almost equally unlikely to. be a SOUl'ce
of danger. But a space of4 inches was a trap into which most feet
might fall. Whether this S'pace was wide enough to be obviously dan·
gerous to persons whose occupation required them to frequently pass
it would depend much more upon the closeness with which it was ob·
served and the accuracy of the eye in estimating its width. The actual
test of measurement was in more than one instance a surprise to wit-
nesses who estimated its width by the eye. This was notably the case
with John White and W. W.Plummer, witnesses for the plaintiff in
errOr. Others, notably witnesses for the defendant in error, had from
mere testimony of the eye regarded it as a dangerous space. On a
matter so easily determined as the relative height of the' planking and
top of the rail, there was l'lwide difference of statement., Witnesses
on both sides said the plank at the point where Keegan, was hurt was
from one-half to one inch higher than the top of the rail. Others for
the plaintiff in error said it was about an inch below the top of the
rail. A's the rail was shOwn to be four inches in thickness, and the
planking not over three inches, and bOth spiked to the ties, it is cleaI"
that either these witnesses were bad judges of such slight differences,
or that this particular plank had "humped," and was warped, as claim-
ed for defendant in error. The circumstances clearly make a case in
which the evidence is so in conflict upon matters of fact .important in
determil1ing whether the existence of a dangerous space was so obvious
as to make Keegan's ignorance inexcusable as to require its submis-
sion to a jury.
The case of Gleason v. Railroad Co., 159 Mass. 68, 34N. E. 79, has

many features in common with this case, and therefore has been much
relied llponby plaintiff in error. But in that case there was no con-
flict astothe facts from which knowledge was to be presumed. The ex-
ception assumed the existence,at. the time of
of a spa'ce 'of three and one-half inches in the planking of a ,track in a
yard over'l1 waterway. This space was a switch was tended
by Gleason in aYOdrd only 500 feet long and 40 feet wide. On these
admitted facts, Gleason was presumed to have actlepted tb,e risk. .. The
casels p.oiilsibly an extreme one. To reverse in this Case would. require
us togo ievel1 th:it ruling. On ,this record we could not justi-
fiably assume; the existence of this hole when Keeganacceptede;m-
ployment. Knowledge of the existence of such a hole in the roadway
might be presumed as matter of law from employment in a yard 500
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feet long and 40 feet wide, which would be unjustifiable in a yard a
mile long and containing 22 tracks. Neither do we think that
cases are controlling which turn upon the circumstances under which
an employe will be held to have accepted the risk from unblocked frogs
or switches. Questions of this kind must mainly turn upon the facts
of a particular record. Before a court is authorized to presume, as
matter of law, that an employe accepts the dangers incident to defect.
ive machinery or roadbed. it must appear that he accepted employment
with actual knowledge of such defect and its dangers, or that he con·
tinued in the service after he acquired knowledge, or by due care alid
reasonable attention might have known of the danger. To justify a
presumption of knowledge, the defect must be obvious and its
equally plain to one at all attentive. The facts here do not make a
case where the court could justifiably say that Keegan's ignorance 0:[
the dangerous character of this space in the roadbed was unjustifiable
in law and his acceptance of the risk presumed.
OUter matters have been presented by the assignment of errors.

They have received attention. None of them are well taken. The
judgment must be affirmed.

YAZOO & M. V. R. CO. v. WAGNER.l
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit. April 12, 1898.)

No. 601.

1. TRIAL-INsUFFICIENT Pr_EADINGS-CeRED BY EVIDENCE.
After the court has been called upon to bear and pass upon testimony, It

will adjudicate on the facts shown, though not strictly within the pleadings,
as it Is well settled in Louisiana that parties are bound by the evidence In-
troduced by them on a material point, though not strictly presented by the
pleadings.

2. WITNESSES-REBUTTAL-TESTIFYTNG TO NEW MATTER.
It being customary to allow consirlerable latitude in the m'anner in which

witnesses shall be called, for examina tion, a judgment will not be reversed
merely because a witness, in rebuttal, after the close of defendant's case,
was allowed to testify to new matters.
Pardee, Circuit Judge, dissenting.

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Louisiana.
This was an actionbrollght in the circuit court for the Eastern district of

Louisiana by John Wagner,' a sUbject of the emperor of Germany, against the
Illinois Central Railroad Company, a corporation created, by the state of Illinois.
to recover damages for personal injuries sustained by him in being kicked oil'
a freight train by an employli of said company on the nil'(ht of the 26th of Feb-
ruary, 1896, in the suburbs of the city of Orleans. After answer filed
by said company, defendant In error filed, a supplemental petition' making the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Company, a corporation of the state of
Mississippi, a party, and alleging that the Illinois Central Railroad Company
Is liable in soUdo with the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Company, be-
cause the Yazoo & Valley Railroad Company was owned and Oper·
ated by the Illinois Central Railroad Company. The Mississippi Company ap-
peared and filed answer, and denied generally the allegations in the petition,
and alleged that the plaintiff's Injuries were due to his own negligence, and
occurred by falllng off defendant's train while unlawfully attempting to steal
a ride thereon.' answer was filed by the IllinoIs Central Railroad Com-

1 Rehearing denied May 18, 1898.


